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Attracting business during a crisis 

Dear Consultant|Trainer|Coach|Speaker|Service Provider 

The crisis will end. 

But meanwhile, we have to get through it, we have to attract business during 

it and survive after it. 

That’s the nature of a crisis.  

But what really is a crisis? A crisis is a time of intense trouble, difficulty or 

danger. This creates sooo many unknown variables. 

So, if you are struggling through this current crisis, know that each of us is 

experiencing it in our way, so don’t feel guilty or shame about how it’s playing 

out for you. 

As a Business Owner, to survive any crisis, the first thing you have to do 

though, is secure your personal environment. For me that’s my health, my 

family, my (rapidly dwindling) finances, my work and my relationships. Yours 

might have different components. 

Then you have to survive, and earning money is big part of that survival. To 

earn money, you have to attract business.  

The best way to jump start this, is to get out of your own way, get inside your 

head and accept that it is now “business unusual”. 

After that, take my 6 simple action steps and use them to begin your process 

of attracting business, right now, in this crisis. But don’t stop there. Rinse and 

repeat these steps, as often as you have to and you will survive and thrive, 

even in this era of COVID-19.   

And please, check out the list of additional resources at the end of this report! 

So if you’re ready…turn the page and let’s begin… 
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Step #1 

Carry out a personal situation audit 

I’m sure when you decided to be self-employed, you had a picture in your 

head of being your own boss, controlling your own destiny, travelling the 

world. And for a while you got just that. 

Then came the crisis. Suddenly, managing yourself was more difficult than 

managing the 42-member Sales Department in your last job. Your own destiny 

is no longer controlled by you and travelling the world? It is now on lockdown.  

So what do you do...besides panic? 

I recommend you start by carrying out a personal situation audit. 

Here are a few tips to help. 

1. Examine your current situation truthfully and rationally 

 

Get out some good old-fashioned pen and paper and write down what 

are your current challenges to attracting business.  

 

When you begin writing, don’t be afraid to include things like “not 

enough confidence” or “dislike of marketing myself.” In normal times, 

these factors can hide behind the open pockets of clients but in a crisis, 

they are right in your face. 

 

For me, doing this part of the activity was painful. 

 

You see, as a Trainer and Speaker, I love connecting with my audiences 

and participants in person. I laugh with them, walk among them and 

exchange high-fives with them! Being a virtual speaker did not really 

appeal to me in any way. 

 

But COVID-19 changed my life in a single “whiplash” moment. All my 

bookings for April and May this year, were unceremoniously cancelled 

and no new ones were on the horizon. I had to pivot, and fast!  
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2. Write down what your “new work” would look and feel like. 

 

 Don’t limit yourself but be realistic. 

For example, I was able to describe my “new work” as follows: 

Speaking virtually either live or recorded, to small businesspersons and 

women. Delivering training in a similar manner as well as developing at 

least one on-line course for my targeted audience. Continue to coach 

virtually, supported more by email. Make greater use of social media.  

Now go ahead, give yours a shot... 

 

3. Determine what you will have to do to move toward your “new work” 

 

Sometimes, this can be harder than determining what your “new work” 

looks like. But don’t be discouraged and be sure to also list what you 

must overcome and who can help you achieve your goal. 

 

For example, my list in this regard included: 

• How can I adopt my current content to a virtual format? 

• Be more focused – solve one specific problem for one specific 

audience.  

• Retire 2 of my websites and focus on promoting myself through 

one site: lornabarrow.com. Challenges: marketing myself; building 

a pipeline. 

• Establish myself as an expert – get training in virtual speaking 

• Scale by creating an on-line course 

• Really leverage social media  

 

4. Take action! This is not the time to suffer from “analysis paralysis.”  

Everyday, do something outside your comfort zone to help you find 

clients.  Steps 2 – 6 in this report will help you with this. 
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Step #2 

Begin prospecting close to home  

When I was a young girl, I devoured the stories of the brave prospectors in 

the USA who would travel far out west to prospect for gold. Many came back 

empty-handed. Some did not come back at all. 

So as you set out to attract business, I want you to begin prospecting at 

home. 

Every service provider has a client list. You have one, I have one. I don’t know 

about yours but mine is not just a list of names and contact information.  

Mine is a spreadsheet that also includes: 

• How I met the client (directly or referred) 

• What I’m doing or did for the client 

• What I learnt from working with them that increased my effectiveness  

• How much money I made from each client (donated services are 

included)  

 

Make you list as detailed as mine if it isn’t and add anything else you think 

might help you. Then begin prospecting at home like this: 

 

1. Note which methods were most effective in bringing you clients  

 

Then design what I like to call a 3C (Client Collection Campaign) around 

the 2 or 3 top methods. What you’re doing is leveraging a version of the 

80/20 rule. 

 

2.  Begin pitching following this pitch priority list  

i. Past clients (3 – 7 years) You would have provided value and they 

remember you  

ii. Current Clients – those with whom you have an existing contract 
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iii. Existing prospect – pursued in the past bit no contract 

iv. Warm leads – previously referred but never followed 

v. Cold prospects – no leads, etc. Just a probable good fit 

 

3.  Arrange a free virtual event for your top 10 – 15 clients.   

 

Ask them to bring a colleague, a friend or partner, who has not been 

previously exposed to your services. The event may be a short seminar 

or “How to” session on something that is a pain point for the client and 

their colleagues, your potential clients.  

 

Whatever you arrange, keep it short! 

 

4. When you get customers, treat them like Gold 

 

Remember that customer service is the experience you deliver to your 

customers. If you go prospecting for customers and them be less than 

careful and caring in the way you treat them, you’re better off leaving 

them where they are. 

 

 

 

“If you make a sale, you can make a living. If 

you make an investment of time and good 

service in a customer, you can make a 

fortune.” 

Jim Rohn, Author and Motivational Speaker 
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 Step #3 

Know how to market your business 

 Most consultants/trainers offer a service. A service can be defined several 

ways:  

a) Some work or activity performed by a person or group of persons (org) 

on behalf of another person (usually) in return for pay 

 

b) An approach to doing business that adds value to the process by helping 

the customer to get the results he or she wants. 

 

c) The way by which you emotionally connect customers to your business. 

The important thing to note is that a service is not tangible like a product, 

therefore, it needs YOU to be part of the delivery process.  

Therefore, trying to market your services without marketing yourself is not a 

good idea unless you are a big firm. 

Here are 2 KEY things to help with your marketing. 

1. Learn the skill of story telling 

  
I’m not asking you to be a strolling Griot. But having a collection of stories 

and knowing when and how to tell them have many advantages when 

you’re doing your marketing. 

 

Among other things, they will help you to:  

• explain who you are 

• explain your authority – why should anyone listen to you? 

• show you’re just like the audience/clients you are trying to reach  

• bond against a common challenge 
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• make yourself more human and believable 

• share your point of view 

What’s more, you can use stories everywhere – in speeches, training, blogs, 

articles, anywhere! 

2. Give away free stuff  

 

I–really–mean–that! I’ve seen and heard all the discussions and information 

to the contrary, but I don’t agree. Free things allow your audience to 

sample your work before they buy. 

 

Recently, I wrote a free report and sent it out to my list. One HR Manager 

who received the report bought over $10,000 worth of services from me. 

This more than covered the cost of the report and bought me some 

breathing space from my creditors as well. 

Be sure to give good, useful information. After all, you’re marketing 

yourself. So what can you give away? Try: 

• A newsletter with really good information that is useful to your niche.  

 

• Tips written by you, via your social media accounts and some written 

by others and colleagues  

 

•  Free reports like the one you’re reading now. These are my favourite. 

I get a chance to put my thoughts down, practice my writing and to 

share it with everybody. I just love that. 

 

Not convinced? Put it to the test. Start giving away today. Right now, actually. 
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Step #4 

Position yourself as an expert  

When I came across my first Best Sellers List, I had already read some of the 

books on that list and had written them off as a WoT (Waste of Time!)  

As time went on, I learnt that “best seller” was not the same as “best book.” 

Some “best books” will not always make it to the Best Sellers List because 

they are not “Best Marketed.” 

To me, positioning yourself as an expert is much like being a “best book” who 

is also a “best seller.” When you position yourself clearly as an expert, you will 

begin to attract great clients in your niche.  

The question is how do you become an expert? 

First of all, you have to have clearly identified your niche. You don’t have to be 

the leading expert but you do have to build up a breadth and depth of 

knowledge in the industry or niche you have chosen. 

In his book “The Millionaire Messenger” Brendon Burchad identifies 3 ways 

you can be an expert: 

1. The Results Expert – This is when you recognize that the lessons you 

learnt and now take for granted, can help others who are on similar 

paths, but not as far as you. In other words, you have been there, done 

that and now can teach it. You might not consider yourself an expert, but 

thousands or even millions are waiting to learn from you. 

 

2. The Research Expert – This happens when in a quest for information, 

usually to help yourself, you go all in on researching a topic. Then you 

realise that your research can be also a solution for many people who 

are having the same problem. 

 

3. The Role Model Expert – I know you have heard it before: people do 

business with people the know, like and trust. And I’m adding respect, 

admire and follow. If you develop a reputation for being a decent 
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person, big on honesty and integrity, people will trust your advice on 

most things. This is how you become an influencer. 

Here are some further steps you can take:  

1. Just Learn to give advice. Too many consultants want to just provide 

information. What clients want from consultants is advice, based on their 

skills, knowledge and experience, to help them get to where they are 

going, fast. 

 

2. Write in your area of expertise. This is one of the fastest ways to 

establish yourself as an expert and blogging is a good place to start. You 

can also write a book. I can’t explain it but as soon as your name is seen 

in print, your 'expert' status automatically jumps up several notches. 
 

3. Place well thought out and helpful comments on forums or other blogs. 

In this way you are demonstrating your knowledge and expertise as wll 

as establishing yourself as a “Thought Leader”. 

 

4. Get yourself invited to speak (for free at first) Don’t chicken out on me 

now! Remember that most of this will be virtual and I would advise you 

to learn how to do this well. Write a great intro that succinctly portrays 

who you are and what you do and make sure organizers of events use it 

to introduce you.  

 

5. Continuously develop yourself.  In terms of the self-employed 

businessperson, it means constantly updating your knowledge not only 

about your specific business but about the industry you’re in. You must 

also educate yourself about the business environment and about the 

business of being in business. And don’t forget to develop your own 

interpersonal skills to drive your business.  
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Step #5 

Network & connect to build clients  

In the not too distant past, if I said to you “network and connect” it would 

mean something different than it does today. Back then, most of it was “in 

person, now most of it is online. 

That aside, however you do it, you want to be genuine, thoughtful and add 

value in a way that showcases you as a thought leader. 

 Here are some tips to get you started: 

1. Learn to optimize social media. What I mean is, don’t just run out there and 

join every platform. Select the ones where the people you want to sell to 

hang out. Also, select and connect judiciously. 

 

2. Join relevant online communities. Again, select carefully and not too many 

to overwhelm you. Be active in the group, commenting strategically and 

following the rules.  

 

3. Leverage platforms like Quora. Answer questions which reflect your 

expertise and at the same time are helpful to the questioner. 

 

4. Create your own “want to meet” list. This is a list of “influencers” whose 

work you like. You are not setting out to meet them in person but rather to 

follow their blogs, follow them on social media and comment appropriately. 

In this way, if you ask them to connect, they will more readily agree. 

 

5. When you network offline – Don’t just collect lots of names and add them 

to your contacts and wait until you need something that you think they can 

bring you. That’s neither networking nor connecting. That’s using! Find 

thoughtful ways to build the relationship – useful bits of information helps. 

 

6. Whatever your method - Cultivate your connections the way you would any 

relationship. You need to project an image of warmth, approachability, 

understanding, knowledge, and empathy. Be genuine and remember that 

building trust is a vital component of relationship building.  
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Step #6 

Take care of yourself  

Take care of yourself. No one will do it for you and your well-being is critical 

to how you get through any crisis. It’s also part of how you secure your 

personal environment. 

Here are some tips to help you in 3 important areas of your health: 

 

1. Take care of your physical self  

As well as eating properly, physical exercise is important. You don’t have to 

go to a gym 3 times a week or hike 7 - 10 miles nearly every week as I do.  

But at least start to walk consistently, join a line dancing class, do some 

pilates, play tennis or squash, but please get physical. 

When you engage in some form of physical exercise, your energy levels 

remain high and your mental picture of the future changes from uncertain 

to bright. 

 

2. Take care of your mental health  
 

Mental health is a core condition for overall health. It is necessary to lead a 

happy and productive life, to form healthy relationships, and to successfully 

adjust to change and overcome difficulties. 

But mental health can be compromised in various ways, from “having a bad 

day” or living with a mental disorder to dealing with a crisis or feeling 

suicidal. 

 

So please, protect your mental health as much as you can. Here are a few 

tips to help: 

 

• Look for the opportunity in every problem instead of searching for the 

problem in every opportunity 
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• Listen, listen and really listen. In our house we remind ourselves that 

you have two ears and one mouth so that you can listen twice as 

much as you speak. So don’t “talk past yourself”. Your best 

opportunities will come through your ears. 

 

• Develop good habits. They are so mentally rewarding. 

 

• Breakdown complex problems into bite-sized pieces. In this way, 

when you tackle them, you will really not “bite off more than you can 

chew.” Approaching problems this way reduces the feeling of 

overwhelm and keeps you mentally healthy. 

 

3. Take care of your spiritual health  

 

For me, the spirit is the place where I go to constantly, for strength to help 

me face just about everything. 

 

By now you must know how to get in touch with your spirit. But I find that 

having faith that there is a power greater than me that I can call on, is the 

most powerful force that keeps me moving forward. 

 

In addition, accepting that nothing lasts forever (including a crisis) taking 

inspired action, having faith that all will be well and acting with courage 

instead of fear, are serious weapons to help with your spiritual health.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“No one is to blame for your future situation but 

yourself. If you want to be successful, then 

become SUCCESSFUL!” 

Jaymin Shah 
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Your Next Step... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am so happy and excited for you!  

You now have no excuse for remaining in despair about your business 

situation. Instead, you now have 6 simple, low-cost strategies for attracting 

business in a crisis, which you can begin implementing right away! But don’t 

stop there... 

I deeply believe that when you’re in a crisis, it’s NOT the time to be strangled 

by your fears and popular thinking. On the contrary, it is the time to expand 

who you are and how you make money. 

In short, now is the time to level-up you game and stop struggling and start 

scaling.  

So stick with me and I’ll show you how to take charge and breakthrough your 

fears and frustrations and land on the side of your success sweet spot...a 

place where you attract business that really, truly lights you up! 

 

mailto:lorna@impacttrainingservices.com?subject=I%20want%20a%20Business%20Breakthrough
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Useful Resources 

Below is a list of additional business and business development resources 

you can use either as active tools or reference material 

List of Additional Rapid Scale Leadership Resources 
 Resource Description 
1. The Growth Show (Podcast) This show produced by HubSpot discusses all things relating 

to business growth from stories of epic failure to the even 
better recovery that followed.  
 

2. Officehours (App)  Officehours connects you with business experts for 10 
minutes of FREE 1-on-1 advice. Advisors have a wide range 
of expertise including entrepreneurship 
 

3. Aspire Collaborative Services 
(Blog) 

By Mary Jo Asmus, an executive coach and a former HR 
executive for a Fortune 500 company. She offers practical 
solutions for leaders to transform from good to great. 
 

4. Lead Change (Blog) By Mike Henry, the founder of the immensely popular and 
active LinkedIn group by the same name, Mike blogs on a 
variety of subjects, all with the overarching theme of creating 
character-based leaders 
 

5.  Bret L. Simmons  (Blog) Dr. Bret (as he’s known on Twitter) is on the faculty of 
the College of Business at the University of Nevada, Reno. 
He’s also a leadership consultant. His blog takes on tough 
topics and he assigns his students leadership blogs to read as 
part of their coursework—a contemporary take on college 
homework.  
 

6. Jim Collins (Articles) For more than a quarter century, Jim has studied what 
makes great companies tick. The result is a series of 
authored and coauthored books and articles, each looking at 
the question from a different angle, written for leaders in the 
business and social sectors.  
 

7.  Tom Peters (books) Over 25 e-books on business topics including leadership, by 
prolific writer Tom Peters all highly required reading. Many of 
these books are downloadable in shortened versions for free. 
 

8. Leadership Ted Talks (Videos) A collection of over 30 Ted Talks on leadership all under 25 
minutes 

9. The Business Box Blog A collection of posts focused on the interpersonal skill, HR 
and professional development that you need  

10. Marketing Made Easy (Podcast) Produced by Amy Porterfield, one-time content creator for 
Tony Robbins  

https://www.hubspot.com/podcast
https://officehours.io/
http://www.aspire-cs.com/
http://www.leadchangegroup.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=1875191&trk=anet_ug_hm
http://www.bretlsimmons.com/
http://www.business.unr.edu/
http://www.unr.edu/home/
https://www.jimcollins.com/article_topics/articles.html#*leadership
https://tompeters.com/writing/ebooks/
https://www.inspiringleadershipnow.com/best-ted-talks-on-leadership/
https://www.impacttrainingservices.com/the-business-box-blog/
https://www.amyporterfield.com/amy-porterfield-podcast/

